You’re invited to the first Data Science Meetup  
“Meet Your Colleagues”

Call for Participation

Come share ideas, network with colleagues, and explore opportunities for collaboration in the field of Data Science at the first Rice Data Science Meetup. Participants will learn more about Rice’s new Data Science program and will discuss ideas to seek additional funding for research and scholarships, as well as create partnerships that will explore new educational offerings.

How can you participate? Faculty led research groups should prepare a poster and a brief abstract highlighting their research with relevance to data science research and scholarship projects and ideas. Only one poster per group can be submitted, but all (faculty, post docs, researchers and/or students can attend).

Deadline: All posters and abstracts are due by Monday, September 21st, 8:00 a.m.

Visit the Data Science Meetup website today at: http://dsmeetup.rice.edu